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USER GUIDE

Lab Grab™

 Wastewater Sample Retriever

Retrieving Samples
The Lab Grab comes with a pre-installed 500cc sampling 
bottle. The Lab Grab can retrieve samples from a sloped 
sump sampling port/well with an 8" opening or larger and 
can sample as deep as 90" with the supplied telescoping 
pole. The pole can be replaced for sampling depths 
greater than 90".
1. Lower bottle to bottom of sampling well and allow to fill.
2. Pull up the sample slowly.
3. Pour the sample into a separate jar or remove bottle 

from holder by grabbing bottle firmly with one hand 
and using free hand to slide (or cut) cable tie off 
the bottle. 

4. If bottle is left on holder, wash before taking 
additional samples.

5. If bottle is removed from holder, screw on the 
supplied lid.

6. To add a bottle to the holder, slip the mouth of a 
bottle onto the holder mouth hook and secure bottle 
base with a standard 18" long cable tie and trim 
excess. Make sure to thread cable tie through the 
hole provided in the holder tailpiece. Replacement 
cable ties are not provided.

Replacing the Pole
The Lab Grab stainless steel telescoping pole may be 
replaced by a broom handle or painters pole with a 
standard threaded tip.
1. Remove handle set screw using a 3/32" Allen wrench 

(not provided) and pull out the telescoping pole.
2. Screw the new pole into the Lab Grab holder until tight.

Installing Bottles
1. Loosen the holder adjustment screw with a phillips or 

flathead screwdriver until the tailpiece is free.
2. Place the tailpiece so the holder adjustment screw lines 

up with the correct hole for the bottle size being used 
(See Figure 1) and tighten screw.

For optimal results, 
use the Lab Grab™ in 
combination with 
Schier's SV10 Sewer Viewer™
schierproducts.com/sv10
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Order sampling bottles at 
schierproducts.com.

250cc
(8 oz.)

500cc
(16 oz.)

1,000cc
(32 oz.)
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